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Proven Outstllntlingin its Clllss.
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Hycon Eastern's new Ultra Stable
Oscillator is a one megacycle signal
source of exceptional stability. It is
useful wherever precise time measurements or frequency control are
required, as in reinsertion of carrier
in suppressed carrier systems, telemetry, astronomical measurements,
navigation systems, geophysics or
other critical applications .

•

FlUQUENCY
STABILITY: DRIFT RATE LESS THAN'
PER DAY AFTER ONE MONTH'S OPERATION •

•

•
•

•

STABILITY: 1 PART IN 109
.09

FREQUENCY:
J MEGACYCLE, VARIABLE OVER A RANGE OF ,
C1'CLE. AVAILABLE AT OTHER FREQUENCIES ON SPECIAL ORDER•

CRYSTAL OVEN: STABILIZED TO BETTER THAN 0.01 aC BY TEMPER.
AWRE-SENSITIVE 1l£SISTANCE BRIDGE. OVEN CONTAINS NO MOVING PARTS.

DISSIPATION IN OSCIllATOR CRYSTAL: STABILIZED AT A POWER
LEVEl LESS THAN ONE MICROWATT •

• 2 OUTPUTS: SINE WAVE-4
•

PART IN

OUTPUT

IMPEDANCE:

VOLTS /IMS; PULSE-J

APPROXIMATELY 250

VOLT •

OHMS.

Write for Ultra Stable Oscillator Bulletin

75 CambrIdge Parkway
Dept. H-12
Cambridge 42, Mass.
Affiliated with HYCON MFG. COMPANY, Pasadena, California

DIlE
... Phelps Dodge has
the Quickest, Easiest Answer!

~ Most Complete and Up-to-Date Line of Magnet Wire in the Industry.
~ Every Type of Insulation to Meet Requirements.
Enamel· Formvar • Sodereze® • Bondeze® • Daglas® • Thermaleze®
Silicone'

Paper.

Cotton· Multiple Combinations

~ Available in all Sizes and Shapes-Round,

Square, Rectangular ...

Over 400 Different Types!

PHELPS DODGECOPPER PBDOUm
CORPORATIO.
INCA MANUFACTURING
FORT

WAYNE,

DIVISION

INDIANA
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PLICATES
HUMAN EAR
For use in its
Guided Missile Programs
OIAWTHORNE, CALIF.) Scientists at Northrop
Aircraft have duplicated the balance
mechanism of the human ear in perfecting a highly effective "brain" unit for
use in Northrop's advanced guided missile programs. Weighing little more

than an ounce, it resembles the convolutions of the inner ear in shape. Northrop
engineers say the new instrument is so
sensitive that if installed at the top of
the Washington Monument it could
detect the vibrations created by the
footsteps of a small child entering the
door at the base of the edifice.
The instrument consists of twin tubes
of glass joined at the bottom by two
smaller glass tubes. An electrolytic solution, precisely injected by a hypodermic
needle, covers tungsten electrodes after
they are fused into the glass. These are
connected to an AC Wheatstone bridge
circuit.
Scientists describe this sensitive device as a manometer accelerometer. In
lay terms it is known as a "flying plumb
bob;' because it can continuously report
to the complex automatic guidance
"brain" of a missile even the slightest
course deviation. It can also be used as
an accurate vertical-sensing device in
military weapons and for automatic
precision leveling in survey operations.
It also has potential use in preparing
seismographs of earth movements.
At Northrop Aircraft, advanced projects such as this are a constant challenge to the electrical. engineer's
ingenuity and skill. Here, far - seeing
planning has won for Northrop the distinction of being a pioneer in many
fields of advanced engineering that
relate to the development of supersonic
aircraft and missiles.
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ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
If you have had engineering experience in any of the categories shown below, Northrop Aircraft has an attractive
position for you, with many benefits. lmportant among
them are high compensation, challenging assignments.
steady advancement. recognition of initiative and ability.
and continued interest In your progress. Many outstanding engineering positions are offered, as follows:
ELECTRICAL GROUP, which is responsible for the design of such things as power generation and distribution
systems. rectifiers and power converters, and aUXiliary
systems as applied to manned aircra~, guided missiles
and ground support equipment.
COMMUNICATIONS AND NAVIGATION GROUP, which
is responsible for the design of CIN systems in manned
aircraft and installation of guidance systems in missiles.
FIRE CONTROL RADAR GROUP. which is responsible
for the installation and application of the most advanced
type of fire control systems in fighter·interceptor aircraft.
The work covers the installation of the equipment and
associated wiring; continuing liaison with equipment
manufacturers;
preparation of system analysis and reports; andfoltow-u p of system performance in the field
as aircraft become operational.
INSTRUMENT GROUP, which is responsible for the design of instrument systems for manned aircraft and the
installation
of flight test instrumentation
for guided
missiles.
There are also opportunities for draftsmen with either
electrical or mechanical experience.
At Northrop Aircraft you will be With a company that
has pioneered for seventeen years in missile research
and development. Here you can apply your skill and ability on top level projects such as Northrop's new supersonic trainer airplane, Snark SM·62 intercontinental missile, and constantly new projects. And you'll be located
in Northrop's soon to be completed multi·million·dollar
engineering and science building, today's finest in comfortable surroundings and newest scientific equipment.
If you qualify for any of these representative positions.
we invite you to contact the Manager of Engineering
Industrial
Relations, Northrop Aircraft, lnc., ORegon
8·9111, Extension 1893, or write to: 1015 East Broadway,
Department 4600- DB, Hawthorne, California.

NORTHROP
NORTHROP
Producers

AIRCRAFT,

of Scorpion

F·89

INC., HAWTHORNE,

Interceptors

and Snark

SM-62

CALIFORNIA
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Missiles
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coal (by the gallon)

fo produce
steam (by the ton)

In September 1956, the laying of the pipe for
the first long-distance commercial coal pipeline
in the United States was completed. This unique
pipeline-108 miles long-is capable of delivering
150 tons of coal 'per hour ... from the Georgetown, Ohio, properties of Pittsburgh Consolidation Coal Company to the Eastlake plant of
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company.
The coal will be pumped in the form of a "slurry"
-a 50-50 mixture of crushed coal and water.
At Eastlake-one of the country's most efficient
power stations-the slurry will be delivered to
thickeners, vacuum filters, and a battery of C-E
Raymond Flash Drying Systems manufactured
by Combustion Engineering. Together, these
will remove the moisture at the rate of 36,000
gallons per hour. The dried coal will then be

COMBUSTION

pulverized in C-E Raymond Bowl Mills and
burned in four mammoth Combustion boilers
of the Controlled Circulation type, together
capable of producing over 2,000 tons of steam
per hour.
Combustion's participation in this project is
another instance of its leadership in pioneering
improved means for fuel utilization. Throughout
the free world, C-E enjoys a reputation for the
most advanced engineering in steam generation
and related fields. Whether your steam requirements can best be met by coal, oil, gas, or any
of a number of special fuels-and regardless of
the type or size of boiler you need-the C-E line
of fuel burning and steam generating equipment can supply just the right installation for
your needs.

ENGINEERING

200 Madison Avenue, New York 16, N. Y.
Combustion Engineering Building
STEAM GENERATING UNITS; NUCLEAR REACTORS; PAPER MILL EQUIPMENT; PULVERIZERS;

.

g~
8·959

FUSH DRYING SYSTEMS; PRESSURE VESSELS; HOME HEATING AND COOLING UNITS; DOMESTIC WATER HEATERS; SOIL

PIP(
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VIEWS OF GENERAL ANILINE & FILM CORPORATION PLANT AT CALVERT CITY,KENTUCKY

Distillation Units
Hydrogen

compressors

Storage and metering

PVP Unit ond Adminiskolion

Building

from the first plant of its kind in the U.S....

CHEMICALS

NEW

lbe new pllnt produces these chemicals,
never before availabl. In Industrial
quantities from In Amerlcln facility:
Propargyl Alcohol • Bulynedlol
1.4-Butanedlol • Butyrolactone
Pyrrolldone • Vlnylpyrrolldone
Polyvlnylpyrrolldone (PVP)
They are used In these products:
Brood plasma substitute • Cosmetics
such as hair centrct sprays • Drugs
Detergents
• Plastics
• Solvenls
Textiles
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Acetylene chemicals derived from high pressure synthesis are expanding
horizons in the chemical process industries. After 14 years of research,
General Aniline & Film Corporation developed a commercial process for
making them, but that process called for a unique plant, unlike any hitherto
existing in the U. S.
The critical task of engineering and building this plant was entrusted by
General Aniline to The Lummus Company. On stream since early this year,
it is now producing at a multi-million pound annual rate for markets in a
number of different fields.
GAP's selection of Lummus for this challenging job is significant to management generally. It underlines the fact that the engineering and construction
of a new plant is a specialized undertaking. Its problems do not lend themselves readily - and certainly not economically - to do-it-yourself solutions.
They call instead for the knowledge, skills and varied experience of a topflight engineering service.
Talk with Lummus before you start your next project.
THE LUMMUS COMPANY,

385 Madison Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.
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International pioneer in nuclear
power for ship propulsion, Electric
Boat Division continues world
leadership in hydrodynamics.
For the United States Navy: The
USS Nautilus and Seawolf, world's
first atomic-powered submarines.
Under Construction: Three additional nuclear submarine, the
attack submarine Skate (SSN 578),
the streamlined and high speed
Skipjack (SSN 585), and the world's
largest submersible of revolutionary
design, the twin reactor radar picket
submarine Triton (SSR (N) 586).
For the United States Air Force:
Design and fabrication of actuators
and controls for world's largest
hypersonic wind tunnel.
Research and Development: Force
gauges for sound and vibration
studies, controllable pitch propellers,
and the universal submarine
simulator and snorkel simulatoran electronic ocean that creates
all possible sea conditions.
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Physicists
Engineers
Mathematicians

'--

Write
for the Lincoln
Lahoratory
folder which
tell a much a can be told
about our original development work.

MIT
Research & Development·

LABORATORY

Box 28 LexinfJton. Mass.
• radars

• computers

• sc.otter cOll'lmunleotfons

• m..mory de"lc es

• solid stote
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TH_E_TA_B_UL_A_R _VI_Ew__

Financially Sound. - In his annual report (page 92)
to the 1.I.T. Corporation, JOSEPHJ. SNYDER,2-44, Vic.
president and Treasurer, since 1952, recorded the Ins i,
tute's financial position as being sound, and that well
over half of the Institute's current revenue for academic
operations was provided by industry and the government.
Mr. Snyder was also able to report that gifts for the pa t
year (amounting to $10,387,000) exceeded those at the
peak of the Development Program in 1950-1951. Mr.
Snyder received the B.S. degree from Carnegie Institunof Technology in 1931, and the M.B.A. degree from the
Graduate School of Business Administration, Harvard
University, in 1934. He became assistant treasurer of the
Institute on January 1, 1946, and treasurer on July 1,
1950, upon the retirement of Horace S. Ford.

Our need for qualified
technical people is urgent.

LINCOLN

__

/

Industrial Atomic Energy. - As recorded in this issue
(page 93) the Institute's graduate program at Oak Ridge
provides unusual opportunity for graduate students to
acquire professional training in industrial operations involving chemical engineering with special emphasis Oil
atomic energy. The Review's article is written by Professors J. EDWARDVIVIAN,'39, and ROBERTC. REm, '54,
both of whom have directed the Engineering Practice
School at Oak Ridge.
Born in Montreal in 1913, Professor Vivian was graduated in chemical engineering from McGill Universit,
in 1936. From M.LT. he received the S.M. degree in
chemical engineering in 1939 and the Sc.D. degree in
1945. He was made assistant professor in 1942 and b came associate professor of chemical engineering and
director of the School of Chemical Engineering Practice
in 1946. Two years later he became director of the Oak
Ridge Engineering Practice School, and in 1956 was ap
pointed professor of chemical engineering.
Born in Denver in 1924, Professor Re'd was graduated
from the East Denver H'gh School in 1942, and from the
U.S. Merchant Marine Academy at Kings Point in 1945
Purdue University awarded him the B.S. degree in 1950
and the M.S. in 1951. In 1954 he received the Sc.D. de-

(Concluded. on page 76)

Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.,

Office and

Laboratory

34 contracts in the past 29 years
for Chas. Pfizer & Co.
Evidence

w.

of quality,

low cost and speed.

J. BARNEY CORPORATION
Founded 191 7

INDUSTRIAL CONSTRUCTION
101 Park Avenue, New York
Alfred T, Glcuselt, '20, Presid ..nt
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absorb

SHOCI(
like a stack
of cushions
Components must be more than tough to stand up
under the punishment to which ground support
equipment is subjected. That's why WESTON
Ruggedized instruments are favorites for
applications when severe shock and vibration
are encountered. '.. as well as for mobile
equipment requiring instruments that
will continue functioning-accuratelythrough shock, vibration, moisture, or
temperature extremes. AVAILABLE IN
ALL REQUIRED SIZES, IN A-C, D-C,
RF AND THERMO TYPES. For the
complete story on Weston Ruggedized
instruments, or on other instruments
for panel, laboratory, production
;j~,
or servicing needs, consult your
" 'fill
nearest Weston representative, or /'
write Weston Electrical
/
'Instrument Corp.,
Newark 5, N. J.
I. //j, / '
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THE TABULAR VIEW
(Concluded from page 74)
gree from M.LT. He was appointed assistant professor
in 1954, and at that time became director of the Engineering Practice School at Oak Ridge. He returned to
MJ.T. this fall.
.
Exceptional Youths. - Honors come to most peopleif they come at all- too late to do them any real go .
But, as recorded on page 97, an award recently established as a memorial to Robert Lansing Hardy, '53, aims
to provide stimulus and incentive to youths of exceptional
merit while such honors can still be an effective spur to
professional creativeness.
Visual Probe. - Few members of the Institute's reo
search staff have made greater personal contributions, or
have worked under more difficult conditions, than CLIF'
FORD M. WITCHER.Blind since infancy, Dr. Witcher used
his education in physics as a means for developing electromechanical sensory aids for the blind. Engineering 0
the visual probe (page 98), was completed and the first
group of experimental units was ready for field tests when
death came to Dr. Witcher. An obituary notice appears
on page 88. Long associated with Dr. Witcher, Lamar
Washington, Jr., assisted in seeing his article through
production.
Olympics Bound. - M.LT. Sailing Master WALTERC.
WOOD,'17, emphasizes the value of sailing at the Institute in his account (page 100) of the part Technology
sailors are playing at the Olympics at Melbourne Bay
this year.
.
\.

GEARS
Made to Your
Specifications
You and we can form a
team-you to draw up
the specifications; we to
make the gears-that
will be profitable to
both of us. Gears of all
types, all sizes, all materials. Design-engineer.
ing service available.

FREE. BOOKLET TELLS WHAT
CO2 CAN DO FOR YOU
agriculture
chemistry
metals
eledronics
refrigeration
food
drugs
textiles
rubber
e

• •

There's pradi.cally no end to the important
jobs thot CO2-combined
with Liquid
Corbonic savvy- is doing. Chonces are
this combination can come up with some
surprising answers for you, too. For
Scores of CO2 applications, covering all
industry, send for lIQUID's new free
booklet, -Applications Unlimited." Just
use the coupon below.

MAIL THIS COUPON
•

THE LIQUID CARBONIC

e

•

e

•

DIEFENDORF GEAR
CORPORATION
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_
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Addressi

_
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Syracuse 1, N. Y.
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Company
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CORPORATION

3100 South Kedzie Ave., Chicago 23, Illinois
Send me my free copy of "Applicotions Unlimited."
Name·

CitY,

Custom Gears
Exclusively

_
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